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1 Introduction 
This document describes the realization of the Scientific Workflows. It should be noted that this 
use case is very similar UCC 1 - Remote Job Execution and UC Campus Bridging "" and UC CB 
6 "". The primary differences are the additional quality attributes. The response follows the same 
pattern established in the response to UCHTC-4. 
It is assumed that the reader has already read and is familiar with the XSEDE Architecture  
Level 3 Decomposition (L3D) [4], in particular sections 3 (Access Layer), 4.1 (Open Standards-
Based Web Services Architecture), 5(X-WAVE), and 8 (Deployment).  Further, the Genesis II 
Omnibus Reference Manual (GORM) [20] will be frequently referred to.  The authors suggest 
that these two documents be open or on hand when reading this document. 
Note that this architectural response relies on other architectural responses, including several 
canonical responses. Specifically the reader may find responses to canonical 1 Remote Job Exe-
cution [12], canonical 3 Remote File Access [11], canonical 6 Authentication, canonicals 7&11 
Pub/Sub, canonicals 8&12 Resource Discovery, and the Campus Bridging Use Cases useful. See 
https://software.xsede.org/registry-dev/index.php.  
A frequent comment of use case readers is that "this does not tell me how to do X". The goal is 
not to provide user documentation. User documentation is covered in other documents, e.g., the 
Genesis II Omnibus Reference Manual. The goal of this document is to describe how a particular 
use case is handled by the architecture, i.e., what are the components, their interfaces, their inter-
actions (e.g., sequence diagrams), and so on, in order to convince the reader that the use case can 
be addressed using the architectural mechanism described. Note also that all components of the 
response may not be implemented at the time of the writing, instead the response is to be used as 
a guide to implementers in that case. 
Finally, there is the question of how this document is to be interpreted with respect to XSEDE 
operations support. The canonical use case components with respect to this use case: i.e., identity 
management, remote execution of jobs, remote data access, reliable file transfer, notifications, 
and information systems are supported by XSEDE and the SPs. This includes the core Execution 
Management Services (EMS) components of Basic Execution Services, JSDL job tool, the 
GridQueue, the Genesis II client (for submitting jobs), the UNICORE client libraries,  and the 
GFFS namespace and authentication mechanism on which EMS depends. Additional services as 
described herein, such as a workflow engine, are layered on top of the core EMS services and 
may be executed at campuses or elsewhere and may not be directly supported by XSEDE. 
1.1 Structure of this Document 
This document is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the Scientific Workflow use 
case. This is taken from the complete use case document. Section 3 provides high level back-
ground and synopsis information on the XSEDE Execution Management Services that are used to 
implement the use cases. The material in section 3 is a summary of material elsewhere. Section 4 
describes how the EMS components are used to implement the use case from section 2.  
1.2 Document Management and Configuration Control  
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2 Scientific Workflow Use Case 
From the use case document. The architects believe this is a subset of the requirements of High 
Throughput Computing use case 4, " Run a job set with dependencies on multiple resources." 
 
UCSW	1.0	 Composite	Application	Execution 
Description As	presented	in	the	background	section,	this	is	the	none	use	case:	XSEDE	resources	are	used	by	 a	 workflow	 tool	 that	 exists	 completely	 separate	 from	 XSEDE.	 	XSEDE	 is	 not	 explicitly	providing	 a	 workflow	 capability.	 XSEDE	 is	 being	 used	 to	 run	 workflows	 by	 an	 external	workflow	system.	 	This	use	 case	applies	 to	 the	developers	of	workflow	systems	and	 indi-rectly	to	the	user	communities	that	they	support.		 
 Although	 XSEDE	 is	 not	 directly	 supporting	 a	 workflow	 tool,	 this	 use	 case	 still	 places	 re-quirements	 on	 XSEDE,	 particularly	 on	 its	 information	 services,	 service	 reliability,	 error	messaging,	and	other	communication	mechanisms.		Workflows	are	inherently	more	subject	to	failures	than	the	atomic	services	that	they	are	composed	from. 
 Minimally,	 we	 assume	 the	 workflow	 involves	 two	 application	 executions	 on	 XSEDE	 re-sources	with	associated	file	 input	and	output	staging.	 	Workflow	systems	typically	 involve	much	more	complicated	executions. 
References Surveys	include 
• Yu,	 Jia,	and	Rajkumar	Buyya.	"A	taxonomy	of	workflow	management	systems	for	grid	computing."	Journal	of	Grid	Computing	3.3-4	(2005):	171-200.	
• Deelman,	Ewa,	et	al.	"Workflows	and	e-Science:	An	overview	of	workflow	system	features	and	capabilities."	Future	Generation	Computer	Systems	25.5	(2009):	528-540.	
Actors 1. The	workflow	tool	or	software	
2. XSEDE	Service	Providers	
3. XSEDE	middleware	services	for	remote	job	and	file	management.	
Prerequisites	 (De-
pendencies)	 and	
Assumptions 
1. XSEDE	 service	providers	operate	 common	middleware	 that	provides	atomic	 services	
for	file	staging	and	job	management.		2. The	following	Canonical	Use	Cases	are	implemented:	UCCAN	1.0,	2.0,	3.0,	5.0,	6.0,	7.0,	8.0,	9.0,	10.0.			3. This	 use	 case	 depends	 on	 the	 following	 additional	 use	 cases:	 UCCB	 5.0,	 6.0;	UCSGW	1.0,	2.0,	3.0,	4.0,	5.0;	UCHPC	1.0,	2.0	
Steps 1. A	user	obtains	an	XSEDE	credential	on	a	resource	external	to	XSEDE.	a. Credential	may	be	on	the	user’s	desktop	or	on	a	server	that	will	be	used	to	execute	the	workflow	(such	as	a	Science	Gateway).	
 The	user	launches	the	workflow	tool	of	choice.	
 The	user	specifies	the	workflow	to	be	executed	(selecting	applications	and	inputs).		. Resource	selection	may	be	done	also	by	the	user	directly,	by	the	workflow	tool,	or	potentially	by	XSEDE	matchmaking	services.	
 The	workflow	engine	stages	in	initial	 input	files	to	the	resources	via	XSEDE	mid-dleware.	
 The	workflow	engine	launches	the	initial	application(s)	on	XSEDE	Service	Provid-ers	via	XSEDE	middleware.	
 The	workflow	monitors	 the	 execution	 of	 the	 initial	 task(s).	Monitoring	 includes	both	the	state	of	a	specific	executable	(queued,	pending,	running,	completed	failed)	as	well	as	application-specific	monitoring	(internal	state	of	the	job).	We	consider	the	former	to	be	standard	 and	 require	 XSEDE	middleware.	 The	 latter	 are	 non-standard,	workflow	 tool-	 or	application-specific	and	out	of	scope.	
 When	the	initial	task(s)	are	complete,	the	workflow	tool	stages	data	(if	necessary)	for	the	task(s)	in	the	next	step.	
 The	workflow	tool	then	executes	the	application(s)	in	the	second	step	of	the	work-
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flow.	
 Steps	5-8	are	iterated	until	the	workflow	completes	or	reaches	a	fatal	failure	con-dition	that	prevents	the	execution	from	completing.	
Variations	 (option-
al) 
 
Quality	Attributes • Information	Services:	 these	should	be	accessible	as	either	push	or	pull	messages	(i.e.,	 by	 invoking	 services	and/or	by	 subscribing	 to	notifications).	 	The	messages	may	be	generated	by	a	machine	or	by	a	human	(i.e.,	system	administrator	publish-es	a	notice	 that	 the	 resource	 is	down).	The	 format	of	 the	message	should	be	ac-tionable	by	the	workflow	system	(i.e.,	parseable	and	preferably	not	requiring	hu-man	intervention).		Requirements	on	the	architecture	include	
o The	ability	 to	report	resource	outages	and	disruptions	 in	a	 timely	 fash-ion.	This	includes	file	systems	and	computing	nodes.	
o The	ability	to	report	service	disruptions	to	scheduling	and	queuing	sys-tems.	
o The	 ability	 to	 report	 service	 disruptions	 to	 Grid	 middleware.	 	Disrup-tions	include	unavailable	services	and	services	not	behaving	according	to	well	defined	test	cases.		Test	cases	should	be	comprehensive.	For	exam-ple,	tests	of	job	submission	middleware	should	include	tests	of	MPI	jobs.	
o It	may	be	useful	for	information	services	to	accept	messages	from	clients	as	well,	 since	 these	may	detect	 error	 states	more	 quickly	 than	middle-ware.	
o Quality	of	service:	how	quickly	can	 this	be	done?	 	1	day?	1	hour?	1	mi-nute?	
• XSEDE	should	provide	the	ability	to	report	file	transfer	failures	in	a	format	that	is	actionable	by	the	external	workflow	system.	
o The	workflow	engine	should	decide	if	it	should	retry	the	transfer,	pick	a	different	 resource,	 or	 fail.	 	The	 strategy	 implemented	 is	 out	 of	 scope	here,	 but	 XSEDE	 information	 services	 should	 provide	 information	 that	helps	with	the	decision.	
• XSEDE	should	provide	the	ability	to	report	failed	job	submissions	in	a	format	that	is	actionable	by	the	workflow	engine.	
o The	workflow	engine	should	decide	if	it	should	retry,	pick	a	different	re-source,	or	fail.			
• XSEDE	should	provide	the	ability	to	report	job	failures,	including	job	exit	status,	in	a	format	that	is	actionable	by	the	workflow	system.	
• XSEDE	should	provide	the	ability	to	capture	information	about	a	running	applica-tion.	
o Such	 as	 standard	 output	 from	 a	 running	 application.	 	User	 running	 the	workflow	may	need	to	 interact	with	the	running	workflow	if,	 for	exam-ple,	a	step	did	not	exit	properly	or	is	not	converging.	
• XSEDE	 should	 provide	 scheduling	 information	 services	 that	 can	 forecast	 queue	wait	times	with	95%	confidence	intervals	that	have	width		<	25%	of	the	requested	wall	time.	
 
Non-functional	
(optional) 
 
Issues An	important	overriding	requirement	is	that	failure	messages	should	be	parseable	by	the	workflow	system.	Workflow	system	exists	to	make	extremely	complicated	distributed	com-puting	problems	possible.		This	implies	that	the	workflow	system	will	need	to	take	actions	on	behalf	of	the	user	without	direct	user	(or	operator)	intervention.		Probably	the	message	format	problem	is	open	and	may	take	multiple	iterations	between	XSEDE	architects	and	workflow	developers	to	capture	all	error	states	and	refine	message	formats.		 
 
The use case involves three steps: authentication, launching or connecting to the workflow tool, 
and executing/monitoring the workflow on diverse, federated, platforms.  
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3 Background on XSEDE Execution Management 
Services  
For basic job management, XSEDE uses Open Grid Forum (OGF) job management spec-
ifications and profiles. The OGSA 1.5 Architecture Description [18, 26] and OGSA ISV 
Primer [23] provide good descriptions of Execution Management Services (EMS). Parts 
of this section comes directly from the OGSA 1.5 Architecture Description and the 
XSEDE Architecture Level 3 description, version 0.944.  
3.1 EMS Architecture 
The XSEDE EMS is a service oriented architecture using a set of standard XML-
rendered data structures and interfaces. Access to XSEDE EMS services is via Web Ser-
vices using the OGSA WSRF Basic Profile 1.0 [10]. The OGSA-BP in turn uses the Web 
Services Interoperability profiles, including the WSI Basic Security Profile [30]. What 
this means is that interaction with XSEDE EMS services is done using an interaction pat-
tern realized using SOAP over HTTPS that essentially represent XML-based Remote 
Procedure Calls (RPCs).  
Embedded in the SOAP header is a credential wallet; a credential wallet is a set of identi-
ty tokens. Several identity token types are currently supported. The two most frequently 
used are username/password and signed Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)  
[24] assertion chain. In the near future OAUTH2 tokens [9] will also be supported. 
While Web Services are used for client-service and service-service interactions it is im-
portant to note that end users and application developers are unlikely to ever see a Web 
Services interface, deal with XML, or understand the intricacies of properly inserting 
identity tokens into SOAP headers. This is critical as XML/SOAP is not for human con-
sumption.  
Like the rest of the XSEDE architecture the EMS is a three-layer architecture with an 
access layer, a service layer, and a physical layer [5].While the services layer is defined 
in terms of standard Web Service porttypes (interfaces) the access layer, that part of the 
architecture that defines how clients interact with the system, is not.  
The access layer mechanisms to interact with XSEDE EMS and authentication services 
include, but are not limited to, graphical user interfaces (GUIs), command line interfaces 
(CLIs), application programming interfaces (in Java), and file systems interfaces. For 
most of our discussion here we will use the CLI to illustrate interactions because they are 
easier to read and come with less syntactic baggage. We refer to the XSEDE L3D archi-
tecture [4] and the Omnibus Manual [20] for more information about more technical 
APIs as well as direct interaction capabilities via a virtualized file system. 
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3.2 Authentication and Delegation 
As described above XSEDE GFFS and EMS use security tokens embedded in the SOAP 
headers for authentication purposes. These tokens are typically signed SAML assertion 
chains (L3D section 5.1.5). Credential wallet items can be used by the service to make 
authorization decisions. For example, the service might look up the user in an authorized 
user file (e.g., a gridmap file), or use an access control list mechanism to determine who 
has permission to do what. 
Providing secure authentication alone is not sufficient for many use cases. Suppose for 
example that the client requests that a broker perform some action, say scheduling a job 
on an execution service, on its behalf. Simply passing authentication tokens is insufficient 
unless they are bearer credentials (a mechanism we strongly discourage). Similarly, if the 
execution service in turn wants to stage data in or out on behalf of the client, that repre-
sents a key challenge. 
To address these and other use cases the EMS and GFFS security model supports the 
notion of identity delegation (L3D section 3.2.5). A user U1 may delegate to service S1 
the right to perform actions on U1's behalf. Similarly, S1 might further delegate to S2 (as 
in our above example where the broker may further delegate to an execution service so 
that it can stage files.)  
We accomplish this using a pre-delegation protocol in which clients pre-delegate to ser-
vices the credentials in their credential wallet that they want the service to be able to use 
on their behalf. In other words a client A calling a service S pre-delegates the credentials 
it holds to the service S and includes those delegated credentials in the credential wallet 
during the call. 
From a programmer's perspective this is all easy. You simply authenticate once to the 
XSEDE identity resource via the CLI or API and your credential wallet is populated, e.g., 
using the CLI: 
 
In the above example user Andrew Grimshaw has authenticated and received a MyProxy 
end-entity certificate to be used as a session certificate. The grimshaw identity as well as 
grimshaw@cicero:~$ grid xsedeLogin --username=grimshaw --
password=************** 
Replacing client tool identity with MyProxy credentials for "CN=Andrew Grimshaw, 
O=National Center for Supercomputing Applications, C=US". 
grimshaw@cicero:~$ grid whoami 
Client Tool Identity:  
(CONNECTION) "Andrew Grimshaw" 
Additional Credentials:  
(USER) "grimshaw" -> (CONNECTION) "Andrew Grimshaw" 
(GROUP) "gffs-tutorial-group" -> (CONNECTION) "Andrew Grimshaw" 
(GROUP) "gffs-users" -> (CONNECTION) "Andrew Grimshaw" 
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two group identities have been delegated to the session certificate. Additional credentials 
can be acquired at any time, and individual items of the credential wallet can be deleted. 
The credential wallet (security context) is persisted to disk in the directory 
$GENII_USER_DIR. Thus, a given program such as a gateway could keep multiple sep-
arate identities in different directories and simply change the environment variable 
GENII_USER_DIR before each CLI call to select the appropriate security context. Simi-
lar tools are available in-memory in the API. 
Important note: There are other mechanisms besides the above pattern. For example, the 
user/client may have or can acquire a session certificate via another mechanism such as 
interact with myProxy or have a long-lived certificate and use that certificate to authenti-
cate. 
To authenticate using a keystore file (such as a PKCS#12 format PFX file): 
# using a keystore on a local disk. 
grid keystoreLogin local:{/path/to/keyFile.pfx }		 
# or using a keystore in the grid. 
grid keystoreLogin grid:{/home/drake/keyFile.pfx } 
Once the keystore has been set as the session certificate one can directly acquire addi-
tional certificates using the idpLogin command 
# Assuming you have set the session key. 
grid idpLogin /groups/xsede.org/WorkFlowToolGroup 
In the future there will be a mechanism to load OAuth2 certificates (capabilities) into the 
credential wallet. 
# using an OAuth2 on a local disk. 
grid OAuth2Login local:{/path/to/OAuth2file }		 
3.3 Execution Management Services (EMS) Model 
Execution Management Services are concerned with the problems of instantiating, and 
managing to completion, units of work that may consist of single activities, sets of inde-
pendent activities, or workflows. More formally, EMS addresses problems with execut-
ing units of work including their placement, “provisioning,” and lifetime management. 
These problems include, but are not limited to, the following: 
Finding execution candidate locations. The service needs to determine the locations at 
which a unit of work can execute given resource restrictions such as memory, CPU, 
available libraries, and available licenses. The service also needs to consider what policy 
restrictions are in place that may further limit the candidate set of execution locations. 
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Selecting execution location. Once it is known where a unit of work can execute, the ser-
vice must determine where it should execute. Making this determination may involve 
different selection algorithms that optimize different objective functions or attempt to 
enforce different policies or service-level agreements. 
Preparing for execution. Just because a unit of work can execute somewhere does not 
necessarily mean it can execute there without some setup. Setup could include deploy-
ment and configuration of binaries and libraries, staging data, or other operations to pre-
pare the local execution environment. 
Initiating the execution. Once everything is ready, the execution must be initiated and 
other related actions (such as registering it in the appropriate places) carried out. 
Managing the execution. Once the execution is started, it must be managed and moni-
tored to completion to deal with potential job failures or failure to meet its agreements. 
This can include pre-and-post processing steps, including staging data out.  
The solution to these five problems consists of a standard job description mechanism and 
the use of set of services that decompose the EMS problem into multiple, replaceable 
components that all enable specific architecture functions. Specifically, we rely on the 
Job Submission Description Language [3] documents to describe jobs, OGSA Basic Exe-
cution Services (BES) [15] to discover resource properties and execute jobs, GFFS direc-
tory paths [13] and resource registries (L3D section 5.2.3) to discover resources, and job 
managers to implement application-specific functionality. 
3.3.1 JSDL [3, 7, 8, 17, 29].  
JSDL is a standard XML based language used to describe jobs. A JSDL 1.0 document 
has three main components: a resource requirements section, an application information 
section, and a data staging section.  
The JSDL resources section contains information on application requirements such as 
operating system version, minimum amount of memory, number of processors and nodes, 
wall clock time, file systems to mount, and so on. It consists both of a standardized set of 
descriptions, as well as an open-ended set of matching requirements that are arbitrary 
strings. 
The JSDL application information section includes items such as the command line to 
execute, the parameters, the job name, account to use, and so on. 
The JSDL staging section consists of a set of items to stage-in before the job is scheduled 
in the local environment, and a list of items to stage-out post-execution. Each staging 
defines the protocol to use, the local file(s) to use as the source or target, and URIs for the 
corresponding source or target. Supported protocols include http(s), ftp, scp, sftp, Grid-
FTP, mailto, and the XSEDE GFFS. 
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A new version of JSDL is under development in the Open Grid Forum to address issues 
uncovered over the last several years. These include the ability to specify client-directed 
staging (as opposed to only server-based staging in 1.0), pre-and-post processing tasks to 
be executed in addition to the specified application, and additional resource descriptions 
to capture modern architectural features such as co-processors, e.g.  GPGPUs, and de-
tailed interconnection network requirements for large scale parallel jobs (e.g. use of torus 
topologies). 
A non-standards track extension, JSDL++ has also been developed to address the short-
coming that each JSDL document describes exactly one set of possible resource matches 
with exactly one corresponding application execution description. For example, "the job 
requires 8 nodes, each with 8 cores, 64 GB memory, and MPICH 1.4: in that environment 
stage-in executable Y and execute 'Y 1024 -opt1". But what if an equally suitable option 
is "the job requires 1 nodes, each with 64 cores, 256 GB memory, and pthreads: in that 
environment stage-in executable Z and execute 'Z -opt2' "?  JSDL++ allows the specifica-
tion of an arbitrary list of options and the JSDL processing agent is free to use any one of 
the options for which it can find the resources. 
3.3.2 OGSA Basic Execution Services (BESs) [14, 15, 28] 
OGSA BES service endpoints represent the ability to execute jobs, specifically execute 
JSDL documents. The BES interfaces combined with JSDL create a virtual execution 
environment (EE) for XSEDE in which all execution resources, desktops, department 
servers, campus clusters, and supercomputers provide the same standard interface. It ena-
bles core functions of the XSEDE architecture. 
Note that BES endpoints can “wrap” a variety of different back-end execution manage-
ment systems, including fork/exec (in Unix), spawn (in Windows), PBS, LSF, SGE, or 
Torque queuing systems, or hierarchical collections of other BES endpoints.  
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Figure 1. OGSA Basic Execution Services interfaces.  
The OGSA Basic Execution Services specification specifies a state model with five basic states: 
Pending, Running, Canceled, Failed, and Finished. Sub-states, such as Running: Stage-In, may 
also be defined.  
X-WAVE adopts the profiled sub-states of Running: Stage-In, Executing, and Stage-out.  
The BES porttypes (Web Services name for an interface) define both Factory Attribute 
and Activity Management  interfaces. The Factory Attributes interface, getFactoryAttrib-
utes(), is used to discover the properties of the physical resource that the BES provides 
access to, such as operating system, number of nodes, memory per node, and so on. 
The Activity Management interfaces include createActivity, getActivityStatus, and termi-
nateActivity porttypes.  
CreateActivity takes as a parameter a JSDL document and returns (on success) a Web 
Services Addressing EndPoint Reference (EPR) [6]. The EPR is used as a handle to in-
teract with the job.  
getActivityStatus takes as a parameter the EPR of an activity created on the BES and 
returns the activity state (Pending, Running, Running:Stage-In, Running:Stage-Out, Run-
ning:Queued, Running:Executing, Canceled, Failed, and Finished). 
terminateActivity takes as a parameter the EPR of an activity created on the BES and 
moves the activity to the Canceled state and cleans up any temporary files that may have 
been created. 
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Each of the above can operate on a single item, i.e., a JSDL document or an EPR, or on a 
vector of items. 
Thus, the XSEDE execution environment consists of a set of BESs EE = {BES0, BES1, 
BES2, ... BESN-1}, each of which virtualizes a resource and implements the BES interface. 
Note that not all jobs can execute on all BESs nor may all jobs have permission or alloca-
tion to execute on all BESs. Any given job being executed by a user may be executed on 
a subset of EE.  
Access to the BESs is via the appropriate Web Services calls with authentication tokens 
carried in the SOAP header as described earlier, via the API, GUI, file system, or via the 
CLI as shown below: 
grid run --jsdl={/path/to/jsdl/ls.jsdl} {/path-to-BES/besName} 
The first parameter is the path to the input JSDL file, either in the GFFS or in the local 
file system. The second parameter is the GFFS path to the BES on which to execute the 
job. The command is synchronous and will block till completion. 
The asynchronous variant allows job status notifications to be stored into a file in the grid 
namespace. The user can check on the status of the job by examining the status file.  Be-
low is an example of an asynchronous direct submission to the BES: 
grid run --async-name={/path/to/jobName} \ 
 --jsdl={/path/to/jsdl/ls.jsdl } \ 
 {/path-to-BES/besName } 
In the above, the command returns immediately after submission.  The job’s status is 
stored in the file specified by the grid path /path/to/jobName. Eventually this file should 
list the job as FINISHED, FAILED or CANCELLED. 
3.3.3 Information Services 
To find and select candidate execution locations requires two things, the information 
about which execution services are candidates and a placement (scheduling) algorithm to 
choose amongst the available locations. 
Recall that in XSEDE the GFFS provides a global directory-based namespace that maps 
pathnames to EndPoint References (EPRs). Each BES in EE above will have at least one 
path that refers to it (BESs, like other resources in XSEDE may have more than one 
pathname alias.)  
Groups (subsets) of BESs can be defined by creating a new GFFS directory and creating 
links to the member BESs.  
Information services (ISs) in GFFS are treated as directories. To add a new BES resource 
to be monitored by the IS one simply performs ln. The information service can then either 
poll the BES periodically or subscribe to WS Notifications on published BES topics. In 
other words, information may be maintained in either a push or pull style. 
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3.3.4 Job Manager 
The Job Manager (JM) sits directly above the BESs and information services and often 
sits between and mediates interactions between clients (end users or end user applica-
tions) and EMS services as shown in Figure 1. 
The JM is a higher-level service that encapsulates all aspects of executing a job or a set of 
jobs from start to finish. A set of jobs may be structured (e.g., a workflow or dependence 
graph) or unstructured (e.g., an array of non-interacting jobs). The JM may be a portal 
that interacts with users and manages jobs on their behalf such as a gateway. The JM is 
the only intentionally unspecified, non-standard component of EMS, a condition that en-
courages the development of different styles and capabilities. 
The JM is responsible for orchestrating the services used to start a job or set of jobs, by, 
for example, negotiating agreements, interacting with containers, and configuring moni-
toring and logging services. It may also aggregate job resource properties from the set of 
jobs it manages.  
Examples of JMs include: 
A “queue” that accepts, prioritizes, and distributes “jobs” to different resources 
for computation. The queue tracks jobs; may prioritize jobs; and may have QoS 
facilities, a maximum number of outstanding jobs, and a set of service containers 
in which it places jobs. The Genesis II grid-queue is an example of this type of 
JM. 
A portal that interacts with end users to collect job data and requirements, sched-
ules those jobs, and returns the results. Airavata is a gateway development engine 
that works this way. 
A workflow manager that receives a set of job descriptions, their dependence rela-
tionships, and initial data sets (e.g. a data flow graph with an initial marking), and 
schedules and manages the workflow to completion — perhaps even through a 
number of failures. The DAGMAN workflow engine, the UNICORE 6 workflow 
engine, and SCIBUS are examples of this type of JM. 
A deadline manager that takes jobs annotated with QoS metrics such as start-time, 
deadline, reliability (completion probability), and budget and selects a set of re-
sources that will meet the requirements on the user’s behalf. If no schedule exists, 
the user is notified[19]. 
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Today in XSEDE we have two Job Managers deployed as part of the software stack: the 
grid client GUI Create Job tool and the grid queue service. Others JMs been developed 
and are in use by different communities. They all follow the same basic pattern, but the 
details vary. It is our belief that many communities or tool developers may want to devel-
op their own job management tools that interact with XSEDE EMS compliant systems.  
3.3.5 Grid Queue 
The simple grid queue interface is described in more detail in L3D §5.2.1.3.  
The basic idea is simple. The grid queue is configured to use a set of resources. Users 
submit jobs to the queue. The queue matches job resource requirements with BES factory 
attributes. Because sometimes jobs fail for no fault of their own, they may be retried sev-
eral times in order to provide an improved quality of service for users. 
More formally, grid queues implement the BES interface, the Web Services Resource 
Framework (WS-RF) interfaces [27], the GridQueue interface, and the Resource 
Namespace Service (RNS) (directory) [22, 25] and ByteIO (file) interfaces [21].  
 
Figure 2 Clients interact with the job manager via some un-specified 
protocol. JMs interact with BES using standard protocols. 
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The RNS interface is available so that clients can use Unix file system operations, cd, ls, 
cat, ln, and cp, to interact with the grid queue. An ls of a grid queue will show a re-
sources directory, a jobs directory, and a submission-point psudo-file. An ls of 
jobs/mine/running, jobs/mine/queued, and jobs/mine/finished will show my running, 
queued, and finished jobs respectively. If jobs started by the BES support the RNS inter-
face then one can interact with the jobs using file and directory operations as well. 
The queue is configured to use a set of BES resources using either the qconfigure com-
mand or the GFFS directory ln command. For each BES resource associated with a grid 
queue a maximum number of jobs that may be concurrently scheduled on the resource is 
set. This is call the number of slots for the BES. The grid queue keeps a list of available 
BESs and their associated FactoryAttributes and is used to match jobs to BESs.  
Users submit jobs to the grid queue using either the BES createActivity interface, the 
queue submitJobs interface, or by copying a JSDL file into the submission-point pseudo-
file. Whichever mechanism is used for submission the result is the same. The job is added 
to the priority-ordered job queue. The job queue exists both on-disk in a transactional 
relational database (for availability, reliability, etc.) and in an in-memory representation 
for performance. 
If the JSDL specifies a parameter sweep job [8], e.g. as used in bioinformatics [16], 
wherein a single JSDL file can generate tens to thousands of individual activities, the grid 
queue asynchronously expands the single JSDL into individual activities and places them 
in the RDBMS.  
The information maintained in the database for each job includes the JSDL document, the 
serialized security context (i.e. the signed, delegated SAML chains), whether the job has 
been scheduled on a BES, the BES EPR and the activity EPR, and the number of times 
the job has been restarted. By storing this information in the RDBMS we ensure that we 
are able to completely recover all job state in the event that the grid queue host or con-
tainer fails. 
 
Figure 3. The GridQueue interface provides job queue-like interfaces familiar to 
users of queuing systems, e.g., submit, kill, etc.  
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The in-memory representation is much smaller. It includes the job name, the job owner 
certificates, the state, the name on the BES to which it is scheduled (if any), and the num-
ber of times it has been executed. 
The grid queue scheduler is event driven. There are three basic types of events: a job-
arrival event, a BES status-change event, and a job-status change event.  
A job-arrival event first stores the job in the database and then expands the job if it is a 
parameter sweep (storing as needed). Once safely stored the grid queue scans the list of 
available BESs looking for matches between the jobs resource requirements and the  BES 
factory attributes. "Available" here means that the queue has not submitted more than 
"slots" jobs to the BES. 
A BES-status-change event occurs when either the number of slots for a BES is changed 
or periodic polling indicates that the BES is no longer accepting jobs. If the slots for a 
BES is increased the list of queued jobs is searched for a job that matches the BESs facto-
ry attributes. When a match is found the job is asynchronously started on the BES, and 
the scan continues until either all of the new slots are consumed or there are no more jobs 
to examine in the queue. 
A job-status change event causes an update in the job status in the in-memory and on disk 
status. If the job has completed, the in-use slot count for the BES is decremented, and if 
the in-use slot count is less than the slot count, a BES scheduling activity is started as 
described above. If the job has failed, the jobs retries field is incremented. If it has 
reached the threshold it is marked as failed. Otherwise, it will be retried later. (We use an 
exponential back-off.) We also increment a failed job counter (that is aged) for the BES, 
and if it crosses a threshold we stop submitting jobs until it is back under threshold. 
Note that job-status change events can happen one of two ways: either via periodic poll-
ing of job status using the BES getActivityStatus method, or by asynchronous WS-
Notification events sent by BES implementations that support notification subscriptions.  
The client interacts with the grid queue using any of the standard mechanisms (WSI-BSP, 
BES interfaces, RNS, and ByteIO) or via the non-standard (though defined) grid queue 
interface with WSI-BSP. The XSEDE architecture does not define these interfaces. 
The grid queue interacts with XSEDE through well-defined, standard interfaces. There 
are BES factory attributes for resource discovery, BES Activity Management interfaces 
to start and manage jobs, signed delegated SAML chains for authentication and privilege 
delegation, and WS-Notification for asynchronous job state change notification. 
example, as described in the L3D 5.1.8.2 Workflow Engine, a simple DAGMAN-like 
workflow engine has been defined. We include the section here. 
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3.4 Workflow Engine (Reviewed for UCAN1) – From L3D 5.1.8.2 
 
Figure 4. The DAGMAN Workflow Engine interface. 
DAGMAN [1] is a simple file format for representing workflows as directed acyclic graphs de-
veloped by the Condor team at the University of Wisconsin. Vertices in the graphs can be execu-
tion scripts used by Condor to run one or more jobs or they may be graph files themselves, allow-
ing a recursive expansion of program graphs. 
Like the GridQueue, the DAGMAN workflow engine in Genesis II fills the role of a “Job Man-
ager” in the execution management services architecture. The DAGMAN workflow engine in 
Genesis II uses the DAGMAN format, but instead of Condor scripts, the user can specify either a 
JSDL file or a DAGMAN graph file.  
DAGMan’s syntax is simple: The entire language consists of only about a few dozen keywords, 
each with strict semantics. Each node in a workflow is a JOB, DATA task, or SUBDAG, and may 
include a PRE- and/or POST-SCRIPT; dependencies are specified as PARENT/CHILD relation-
ships. Subdags, or smaller workflows embedded inside the total workflow, may be SPLICE-d 
into the parent, resulting in a single monolithic workflow structure, or executed EXTERNAL-ly 
with a distinct instance of the DAGMan.  
The graph is not required to be fully connected; a single DAG file may define multiple independ-
ent workflows to be run simultaneously or even a list of completely independent jobs.  
Should a node in the graph fail to execute correctly, DAGMan may be configured to retry the job 
up to a given number of attempts or the workflow can be halted and resumed at a later time. To 
enable this latter option, DAGMan will output a Rescue DAG file when a workflow fails. This 
file is mostly a copy of the original submission file, with a DONE annotation on each task that 
finished successfully. When this file is resubmitted to the workflow engine, the workflow will be 
resumed where the nodes had failed on the previous attempt, the assumption being that the prob-
lem will have been rectified based on information found in log files or other external resources. 
The XSEDE DAGMAN workflow engine is designed as an emulator of DAGMan, which runs on 
the Genesis II platform. We implement this emulator as a new service that uses the existing infra-
structure of a XSEDE Grid. The files that are used to submit workflows to the service reside in 
+stripedPassive()
+stripedDataPort()
+extendedRetrieve()
+extendedStore()
+setBufferSize()
+autoNegotiateBufferSize()
+dataChannelAuthentication()
<<Interface>>
GridFTP
-publisherReference : EPR
-topic : topicExpressionType
-isDemand : boolean
-creationTime : dateTime
+destroyRegistration() : DestroyRegistrationResponse
<<Interface>>
WS-PublisherRegistrationManager
+submitWorkflow(dagDefinition : WorkflowDAGType) : string
+listWorkflowDags(mineOnly : boolean) : ReducedWorkflowDAGType []
+getWorkflowStatus(workflowTicket : string) : dagEnum
+killWorkflow(workflowTicket : string) : dagEnum
+removeWorkflow(workflowTicket : string) : boolean
+getWorkflowJobs(workflowTicket : string) : ReducedJobType []
+getWorkflowDag(workflowTicket : string) : WorkflowDAGType
+holdWorkflow(workflowTicket : string) : dagEnum
+resumeWorkflow(workflowTicket : string) : dagEnum
+cleanupWorkflow(workflowTicket : string) : boolean
<<Interface>>
WorkflowEngine
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the GFFS Namespace (the Grid “file system”), and the jobs are scheduled on the Grid’s Queues 
and executed using the Grid’s BESs.  
The primary functions of our service are threefold:  
• Parse the submission file into a graph of interdependent nodes, which represent jobs to 
execute. 
• Submit these jobs to the Grid resources in the order specified by the graph dependencies. 
• Monitor running jobs to ensure successful completion before submitting additional jobs. 
Once a workflow submission file has been parsed and accepted by the service, execution of jobs 
begins immediately. Each job in the graph is analyzed to determine if it has outstanding depend-
encies on other jobs, and those jobs with no dependencies are sent to the Grid’s queue. The queue 
handles resource matching and job placement and management.  
The service will then periodically query the queue for the status of any jobs that belong to that 
workflow. If a running job completes, the graph is analyzed again to find any newly available 
jobs and these are sent to the queue. If a job fails, the workflow marks that node and the dag itself 
as an error and aborts execution.  
Once the service begins execution, the user may query the service for the status of the workflow 
or issue commands to control the execution. Several command-line tools are available for inter-
acting with the service: 
• wsub – to submit new workflows to the service. 
• wstat – to check the status of a workflow. 
• wlist – to see a list of the workflows currently being managed by the service. 
• wjobs – to see a list of the jobs for a given workflow, including their statuses and the job 
ticket used to reference the jobs in the queue. 
• wclean – to “clean up” a dag, either during or after execution, which removes the com-
pleted or erroneous jobs from the queue. 
• whold – to temporarily pause execution of a workflow. (Currently running jobs will con-
tinue, but no new jobs will be scheduled.) 
• wresume – to resume a paused workflow. 
• wkill – to abort the execution of a running workflow. 
• wrescue – to output a “rescue DAG” for a workflow, which can be sent directly to the 
manager to retry execution at a later time. 
• wrm – to remove a workflow from the service’s management. 
Further details about each tool are available in the manual on the Genesis II developer’s wiki [2].  
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4 Realizing the Scientific Workflow Use Case 
These use case closely resembles the High Throughput Computing use case, which in 
turn is similar to Canonical Use Case 1 – Run a Remote Job 
(https://www.ideals.illinois.edu/handle/2142/45685) and Campus Bridging Use Case 5 
Support for Distributed Workflows (CBUC-5). The reader of this response is strongly 
urged to read both use case description and the architectural response 
(https://www.ideals.illinois.edu/handle/2142/73149). The differences are in the variations 
and the quality attributes. The first use case (UCSW 1) has specific quality attributes that 
will need to be tested against. 
The response is organized as follows. We first assume the reader is familiar with the 
Canonical Use Case 1 description and response as well as the CBUC-5 and response.. 
We will then first describe the response to the primary use case, followed by each of the 
variations. We then follow up with the quality attributes. 
The figure below gives a simplified sample deployment of EMS components in XSEDE. 
The figure is taken from the Canonical 1 architectural response. 
In the sample deployment shown in the Figure below, the access layer grid client package 
(L3D 5.4.4) is installed on the user’s computer - or the user is shelled onto a machine 
which has the client installed.  A Genesis II container is installed at NCSA, and a Grid 
Queue (L3D 5.2.1.3) instance is located on that server. Containers implementing Basic 
Execution Services (L3D 5.1.2.3) instances are installed on Grid Interface Units (servers) 
at NCSA, TACC, and anywhere else where jobs are to be executed. In the simple case, 
once the job submission file (JSDL) is prepared the user uses the grid command to direct-
ly start and manage an activity (job) on a remote BES, e.g., at NCSA. Alternatively the 
user may use the grid command to submit the activity (job) to the Grid Queue at NCSA, 
and the Grid Queue will select a matching BES and schedule and monitor the job on that 
BES on the user’s behalf. 
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4.1.1 Steps 
Recall the use case involves three steps: authentication, defining the workload, and executing and 
monitoring the workload on diverse, federated, platforms.  
This use case is implemented as in the Canonical 1 response section 3.1 “Run a Remote 
Job”. The following is taken verbatim from the Canonical 1 response. 
“Assume that  
1. The Genesis II Access Layer package is installed on the computer where the job is to be 
submitted and monitored. (L3D 5.4.4). 
2. The Genesis II or UNICORE 6 container is correctly installed on any compute resource 
to be used and a BES (L3D 5.1.3) has been instantiated and properly configured (e.g., 
GORM F.5). 
3. Users have necessary permissions. 
The	user	is	authenticated	as	described	in	L3D	5.3.2.2	(XSEDE	Portal	ID	Case).	This	means	
that	the	client	session	has	an	XSEDE	MyProxy	session	certificate	as	well	as	delegated	
SAML	certificates	from	a	KerbAuthNPortType."	
The steps then vary a bit from canonical 1. There are at least two ways the architecture 
can support the UCSW 1:  
 
Figure 3. Basic sample deployment.  
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1. The	workflow	tool	corresponds	to	an	access	layer	service	such	as	the	"sometool"	of	fig-
ure	2	that	interacts	with	a	grid	queue	or	directly	with	BESes	to	manage	the	jobs.	In	oth-
er	words	the	workflow	tool	is	also	the	workflow	execution	engine.	We	will	call	this	the	
workflow	tool	case.	
2. The	workflow	execution	engine	is	a	service	such	as	the	DAGMAN	workflow	engine	de-
scribed	earlier.	The	workflow	engine	service	interacts	with	either	grid	queues	or	BESes	
directly.	An	access	layer	mechanism	is	then	developed	to	interact	with	the	workflow	
engine	service.	We	will	refer	to	this	as	the	workflow	service	case.	
	
We are going to assume that the objective is to execute a DAG over the resource set. 
In the workflow tool case the user will develop the workflow using mechanism outside of 
the scope of this response. To execute the workflow the workflow tool will  
1. generate	JSDL	files	for	either	or	both	of	single	jobs	or	sets	of	jobs	as	parameter	sweeps.	
The	jobs	may	be	sequential,	threaded,	scripts,	MPI	or	anything	else	the	BESes	support.	
The	workflow	tool	will	interact	with	the	information	services	or	BESes	to	make	schedul-
ing	(placement)	decisions.		
2. Run	the	job(s)	as	described	in	(L3D	5.3.9,	5.3.10	,	GORM	E.5.3,		E.5.7,	E.5.8)	directly	on	a	
BES	(shown	above	as	running	on	an	NCSA	BES)	or	submit	the	job(s)	to	a	grid	queue.	
3. When	jobs	have	successfully	completed	determine	if	other	job	dependencies	have	been	
satisfied.	If	so,	repeat	the	scheduling,	launching,	monitoring	loop.	Do	this	until	all	jobs	
are	complete.	
4. Monitoring	can	be	done	by	
a. Periodically	perform	the	BES::getActivityStatuses	call	on	the	BES	on	which	the	job	is	
running;	
b. Subscribe	to	notification	on	job	state	change	(e.g.,	running	to	completed);	
c. Poll	the	activity_status	pseudo	file	for	the	running	job;	
d. Retrieve	the	status	of	all	of	the	user's	running	jobs	and	parse	the	output.	
In the workflow service case the user will develop the workflow using mechanism outside 
of the scope of this response. The user will then submit the workflow to the workflow 
service, e.g., as done above for the DAGMAN service above,  and interact with the work-
flow service. The nature of the interaction between the user and the workflow service is 
out of scope for this architectural response.  
The workflow service will parse the workflow description, make placement decisions 
based on information gathered from information services or BESEs, and then proceed as 
in the workflow tool case. Note one important difference. Assuming the service is han-
dling more than one workflow at a time it will need to keep the calling context (including 
the security context) separate for each of the different workflows. This can be done in 
several ways, using separate GENII_USER_DIR directories to store execution context. 
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5 Quality attributes 
• Information	Services:	these	should	be	accessible	as	either	push	or	pull	messages	(i.e.,	by	invoking	ser-vices	and/or	by	subscribing	 to	notifications).	 	The	messages	may	be	generated	by	a	machine	or	by	a	human	(i.e.,	system	administrator	publishes	a	notice	that	the	resource	is	down).	The	format	of	the	mes-sage	should	be	actionable	by	the	workflow	system	(i.e.,	parseable	and	preferably	not	requiring	human	intervention).		Requirements	on	the	architecture	include	
o The	ability	to	report	resource	outages	and	disruptions	in	a	timely	fashion.	This	 includes	file	systems	and	computing	nodes.	
o The	ability	to	report	service	disruptions	to	scheduling	and	queuing	systems.	
o The	ability	to	report	service	disruptions	to	Grid	middleware.		Disruptions	include	unavailable	services	and	services	not	behaving	according	to	well	defined	test	cases.		Test	cases	should	be	comprehensive.	For	example,	tests	of	job	submission	middleware	should	include	tests	of	MPI	jobs.	
o It	may	be	useful	for	information	services	to	accept	messages	from	clients	as	well,	since	these	may	detect	error	states	more	quickly	than	middleware.	
o Quality	of	service:	how	quickly	can	this	be	done?		1	day?	1	hour?	1	minute?	
• XSEDE	should	provide	the	ability	to	report	file	transfer	failures	in	a	format	that	is	actionable	by	the	ex-ternal	workflow	system.	
o The	workflow	engine	should	decide	if	it	should	retry	the	transfer,	pick	a	different	resource,	or	fail.	 	The	strategy	 implemented	 is	out	of	scope	here,	but	XSEDE	information	services	should	provide	information	that	helps	with	the	decision.	
• XSEDE	should	provide	the	ability	to	report	failed	job	submissions	in	a	format	that	is	actionable	by	the	workflow	engine.	
o The	workflow	engine	should	decide	if	it	should	retry,	pick	a	different	resource,	or	fail.			
• XSEDE	should	provide	the	ability	to	report	job	failures,	including	job	exit	status,	in	a	format	that	is	ac-tionable	by	the	workflow	system.	
• XSEDE	should	provide	the	ability	to	capture	information	about	a	running	application.	
o Such	as	standard	output	from	a	running	application.		User	running	the	workflow	may	need	to	interact	with	the	running	workflow	if,	for	example,	a	step	did	not	exit	properly	or	is	not	con-verging.	
• XSEDE	should	provide	scheduling	 information	services	 that	can	 forecast	queue	wait	 times	with	95%	confidence	intervals	that	have	width		<	25%	of	the	requested	wall	time.	
 
 An	important	overriding	requirement	is	that	failure	messages	should	be	parseable	by	the	workflow	system.	Workflow	system	exists	to	make	extremely	complicated	distributed	computing	problems	possible.		This	implies	that	the	workflow	system	will	need	to	take	actions	on	behalf	of	the	user	without	direct	user	(or	operator)	inter-vention.		Probably	the	message	format	problem	is	open	and	may	take	multiple	iterations	between	XSEDE	archi-tects	and	workflow	developers	to	capture	all	error	states	and	refine	message	formats.		 
 
5.1 Information services available via push or pull. 
These are provided by canonical 7, subscribe for resource information, and canonical 8, search 
for resource information. Further details can be found in the respective architectural response 
documents. 
o The	ability	to	report	resource	outages	and	disruptions	in	a	timely	fashion.	This	 includes	file	systems	and	computing	nodes.		
o The	ability	to	report	service	disruptions	to	scheduling	and	queuing	systems.	
o The	ability	to	report	service	disruptions	to	Grid	middleware.		Disruptions	include	unavailable	services	and	services	not	behaving	according	to	well	defined	test	cases.		Test	cases	should	be	comprehensive.	For	example,	tests	of	job	submission	middleware	should	include	tests	of	MPI	jobs.	XSEDE	provides	a	systems	and	service	outage	feed	as	part	of	the	information	system.	
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o It	may	be	useful	for	information	services	to	accept	messages	from	clients	as	well,	since	these	may	detect	error	states	more	quickly	than	middleware.	The	 architecture	 supports	 arbitrary	 publishers.	 This	 is	 a	 policy	 issue:	who	 gets	 to	 add	 data	 to	 the	information	system.		
o Quality	of	service:	how	quickly	can	this	be	done?		1	day?	1	hour?	1	minute?	There	 are	 two	 interpretations	of	 this	question.	 First,	 how	 rapidly	will	 information	be	updated	and	distributed.	The	architecture	 supports	 rapid	dissemination	of	 information.	 Second,	 a	query	against	the	information	system	asking	how	long	will	be	workflow	take	to	execute.	In	other	words,	a	perfor-mance	 predictor	 assuming	 certain	 scheduling	 decisions	 have	 been	made.	Making	 accurate	 predic-tions	is	generally	very	difficult.	If	somebody	could	provide	such	a	service	it	could	provide	such	infor-mation	to	users	given	a	workflow.		
 
5.2 File transfer failures in a format that is parseable and 
actionable  
EMS specifies failure format and job history format. 
5.3 Job failures, including exit status, in a format that is 
actionable by the workflow system 
EMS specifies failure format and job history format. 
 
5.4 Ability to capture standard output, examine other files at 
run-time 
The HPC profile on JSDL allows the specification of standard streams and staging them in and 
out. In other words this is supported already. 
5.5 Ability to predict queue wait times with 95% confidence and 
for which the confidence interval width is less than 25% of 
the requested wall clock time 
This is not a quality attribute on the architecture, rather it is a request for a specific service. There 
is nothing to prevent such a service being created and having it add its information into the in-
formation services.  
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